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Abstract Restraint water-immersion stress (RWIS) can

induce anxiety, hypothermia, and severe vagally-mediated

gastric dysfunction. The present work explored the effects

of different durations of RWIS on neuronal activities of the

forebrain by c-Fos expression in conscious rats exposed to

RWIS for 0, 30, 60, 120, or 180 min. The peak of c-Fos

induction was distinct for different forebrain regions. The

most intense c-Fos induction was always observed in the

supraoptic nucleus (SON), and then in the hypothalamic

paraventricular nucleus (PVN), posterior cortical amygda-

loid nucleus (PCoA), central amygdaloid nucleus (CeA),

and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). Moreover, body

temperature was reduced to the lowest degree after 60 min

of RWIS, and the gastric lesions tended to gradually wor-

sen with the prolonging of RWIS duration. These data

strongly suggest that these nuclei participate in the organ-

ismal response to RWIS to different degrees, and may be

involved in the hypothermia and gastric lesions induced by

RWIS.
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Introduction

Restraint water-immersion stress (RWIS), considered to be

a mixture of physical and psychological stressors, can

induce anxiety, hypothermia, and severe gastric dysfunc-

tion including gastric hypercontractility, gastric acid

hypersecretion, and gastric mucosal lesions within a few

hours [1–4]. The gastric lesions induced by RWIS can be

eliminated, however, if the rats are pretreated with papaverine

HCl [5], pentobarbital sodium [3], bilateral subdiaphragmatic

vagotomy [1], or atropine [3]. These results strongly suggest

that the stress gastric lesions were mainly due to neuronal

activities in the brain and mediated by the vagal parasympa-

thetic efferent pathway.

c-Fos protein, a nuclear phosphoprotein product of the

immediate early gene c-fos, has been extensively used as a

marker of neuronal activation [6]. Mapping studies showed

that acute stress could induce the expression of c-Fos

rapidly and transiently in specific brain regions, including

the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN), lateral

septum (LS), amygdala, cerebral cortex, and dorsal vagal

complex (DVC) as well [7–9]. The induction of brain c-Fos

expression during acute stress depends on the intrinsic

nature, intensity, and duration of the stressor [10–12]. To

date, studies on the temporal–spatial pattern of c-Fos

expression induced by stress mainly focus on the acute

restraint stress, which is a mild psychological stressor and

does not induce gastric lesions and quick hypothermia in a

short time.

Only two studies have investigated neuronal activation

in response to RWIS [13, 14]. Maruyama et al. [13]

reported that RWIS dramatically increased c-Fos protein

accumulation in the nuclei of medulla A1/A2 noradrener-

gic neurons and dorsomedial hypothalamic nucleus (DMH)

prolactin-releasing peptide (PrRP) neurons. Our previous
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study showed RWIS could induce remarkable c-Fos

expression in the DVC and nucleus ambiguus (NA), which

are the primary nerve centers for regulating gastric func-

tions, but the most intense c-Fos expression was observed

in the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (DMV) and NA

[14]. However, which regions of the forebrain are activated

by RWIS and the temporal–spatial pattern of neuronal

activities under RWIS have not been reported so far.

Moreover, the forebrain is the higher brain center regu-

lating visceral functions and is responsible for forming

emotional reactions to the stress. In this paper, the effects

of different RWIS durations on neuronal activities of the

forebrain were investigated with c-Fos expression as a

marker of neuronal activation.

Materials and methods

Experimental animals

Male Wistar rats (Experimental Animal Center of Shan-

dong University, Jinan, China), weighing 170–200 g, were

individually housed in cages for at least 7 days at an

ambient temperature of 22 ± 2�C with a normal day/night

cycle before the experiments. The animals had ad libitum

access to pelleted food and tap water. Before stress, the rats

were fasted for 24 h, but allowed free access to water. All

stresses were finished between 0800 and 1200 h to mini-

mize circadian rhythm-related variations in the stress

response. All procedures were performed in accordance

with the Japanese Physiological Society’s Guiding Princi-

ples for the Care and Use of Animals in the Field of

Physiological Sciences.

Grouping and stress protocols

The rats were randomly divided into five groups designated

according to their durations of RWIS: 0, 30, 60, 120, and

180, with five rats in each group. Under light ether anes-

thesia, the four limbs of each rat in groups 30, 60, 120, and

180 were bound on a wooden board gently but securely

using medical adhesive tape. After the rats were conscious,

they were vertically immersed in cold water (21 ± 1�C) to

the level of the xiphoid for 30, 60, 120, or 180 min. Rats in

group 0 (control group) were not stressed under otherwise

identical conditions. At the end of the procedure, the rats

were deeply anesthetized with an overdose of pentobarbital

sodium (100 mg/kg body weight, i.p.).

Additionally, five rats in another group (group 30-30)

were given RWIS for 30 min and then replaced in their

home cages for 30 min before sacrifice. Group 30-30 was

used for comparison with group 30 and group 60 to

determine the intrinsic kinetics of c-Fos expression.

Evaluation of body temperature and gastric lesions

At the end of the stress experiment, the abdomen of the

anesthetized rat was opened by a small midline incision,

then the celiac temperature was measured and the stomach

was removed and fixed with 1% formalin. The gastric

lesions were examined with a hand magnifying lens, and

the erosion index (EI) was evaluated by the score system

[15]. Scores were given according to the length of lesions:

B1 mm = 1 point, 1 to B2 mm = 2 point, and so on. The

score was multiplied by 2 when the lesion was more than

1 mm in width. The cumulative scores of all lesions in a rat

served as EI of the rat.

Immunohistochemistry

The rats were perfused transcardially with 0.01 M phos-

phate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) followed by 500 ml

freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate

buffer (4�C). Afterwards, the forebrains were removed

immediately, post-fixed in the same fixative for 4 h, and

cryoprotected overnight in 20% sucrose in 0.1 M PBS at

4�C until sectioning. Series of 40-lm coronal sections of the

forebrain at the level of the frontal lobe and the hypothal-

amus were then cut with a freezing microtome and collected

into 0.01 M PBS. The free-floating sections (a 1-in-4 series

of the sections taken from each animal) were pretreated for

30 min in methanolic 3% H2O2 to eliminate endogenous

peroxidase activity. After being rinsed in 0.01 M PBS, they

were incubated with blocking buffer (5% normal goat

serum and 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 30 min, then with

rabbit anti-c-Fos antibody (sc-52, Santa Cruz Biotechnol-

ogy, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) at a dilution of 1:2,000 for 24 h

at 4�C. Subsequently, the sections were incubated with the

biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Zymed Laboratories, San

Fransisco, CA, USA) for 1 h at room temperature and then

with streptavidin-biotin-horseradish peroxidase complex

(Zymed) for 1 h at room temperature. The sections were

submitted to a diaminobenzidine reaction, yielding a brown

nuclear deposit. Between steps, the sections were rinsed

completely in PBS containing 1% Triton X-100 (PBST).

Sections were mounted on gelatin-coated glass slides, re-

stained with hematoxylin, dehydrated in a series of alco-

hols, cleared in xylene, and coverslipped. The specificity

of the immunostaining was verified by incubation of the

brain sections with normal goat serum, which produced no

staining.

Counting c-Fos-positive neurons

Pictures of brain sections were taken under identical con-

ditions with a BX51 Olympus microscope (Olympus,

Tokyo, Japan) coupled to an Olympus DP70 camera. The
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nomenclature and nuclear boundaries defined in the rat

brain stereotaxic atlas of Paxinos and Watson [16] were

used in this study. c-Fos-positive nuclear profiles in dif-

ferent areas of the forebrain were counted using Image-Pro

Plus 6.0 (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD, USA).

The number and integrated optical density (IOD) of c-Fos-

positive neurons within each area were counted bilaterally

(where possible) in consecutive sections per animal. The

average values in 0.01 mm2 are reported as number and

IOD of c-Fos-positive neurons, which denote the intensity

of c-Fos expression.

Statistical analysis

All data on time course are presented as means ± SEM.

With SPSS13.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA), sta-

tistical analyses regarding time course data (groups 0, 30,

60, 120, 180) were performed by one-way or two-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s post-

hoc test individually. Statistical comparisons between two

groups (group 30-30 vs. group 30 and group 30-30 vs.

group 60) were performed by two-tailed independent

sample t tests. The level of significance was set at

P \ 0.05.

Additionally, in order to determine the reactive extent of

some nuclei in the forebrain in response to the stress, the

multiples of controls were counted [17], that is, the quan-

tum of c-Fos expression of each rat was divided by the

mean values of the control group. Then, ‘‘average multiples

of controls’’ = (the multiples of control number ? the

multiples of control IOD of c-Fos-positive neurons)/2. The

average multiples were used as the relative intensity of c-

Fos expression because they could more accurately reflect

the differences in c-Fos expression among the different

nuclei in response to stress.

Results

Effects of different RWIS durations on c-Fos

expression in the forebrain

Neuronal activation was assessed on the basis of c-Fos-

immunoreactivity, a brown deposit in the cell nucleus. The

number and IOD of c-Fos-positive neurons in the forebrain

in rats under continuous stress are shown in Table 1. In the

control group (group 0), there were very few c-Fos-positive

neurons in the forebrain. In the four groups under contin-

uous stress (groups 30, 60, 120, and 180), however, many

remarkable c-Fos-positive neurons were observed in the

forebrain, especially in the supraoptic nucleus (SON),

PVN, suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCh), and ventrolateral

septum (LSv). Two-way ANOVAs of the number of c-Fos-

positive neurons revealed significant overall effects of dura-

tion of stress (P \ 0.001), regional response (P \ 0.001),

and their combined interaction (P \ 0.001). Similar effects

could also be achieved by two-way ANOVAs of the IOD of

c-Fos-positive neurons.

One-way ANOVA indicated a significant effect of

duration of RWIS on c-Fos expression for each observed

nucleus of the forebrain (P \ 0.05). Post-hoc tests showed

that c-Fos expression in most nuclei of the hypothalamus,

especially the SON and PVN, was significantly greater in

rats stressed for 30 min than in controls and then remained

at a higher level (Figs. 1 and 2; Table 1). c-Fos expression

in the midline cortical areas, including the medial pre-

frontal cortex (mPFC), cingulated cortex (Cg), and retro-

splenial cortex (RS), peaked at 60 min of stress, and

subsequently decreased gradually (Table 1). c-Fos expres-

sion in the LSv and amygdala, including the central

amygdaloid nucleus (CeA), medial amygdaloid nucleus

(MeA), and posterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus (PCoA),

tended to peak at 120 min of stress (Table 1).

Comparison of c-Fos expression induced by RWIS

in different nuclei of the forebrain

As the basal level of c-Fos expression in different nuclei

was very diverse in the control group (Table 1), the rel-

ative intensity of c-Fos expression (Table 2) could more

generally reflect the differences in c-Fos expression

among the different nuclei. Nuclei with a relative inten-

sity of c-Fos expression that was more than fourfold the

controls were selected, then ranked from high to low

intensity as the SON, SCh, and PVN in group 30; the

SON, PVN, SCh, mPFC, PCoA, and CeA in group 60; the

SON, SCh, CeA, PVN, PCoA, mPFC, MeA, and LSv in

group 120; the SON, PVN, CeA, and PCoA in group 180.

Therefore, a striking new finding in the present study is

that the most intense expression of c-Fos was always

observed in the SON in the four groups under continuous

stress, followed by the PVN, SCh, PCoA, CeA, mPFC,

MeA, and LSv.

Comparison of c-Fos expression in some regions

of the forebrain between group 30-30

and groups 30 and 60

The expression of c-Fos in the eight aforementioned nuclei

of rats stressed for 30 min and given a 30-min recovery

period (group 30-30) is shown in Table 3. The expression

of c-Fos in the SON (Fig. 1h) and CeA of the rats in group

30-30 was significantly less than that in group 30

(P \ 0.05), while the c-Fos expression in the other nuclei

(except LSv) in group 30-30 tended to be smaller than that

in group 30, although no significant difference in c-Fos
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expression (P [ 0.05) could be observed. The notable

decrease in the c-Fos expression in the SON and CeA

induced by withdrawal of RWIS implied that the neurons

in the SON and CeA were particularly sensitive to RWIS.

The expression of c-Fos in the SON (Fig. 1h), CeA,

PVN (Fig. 2h), PCoA, and mPFC of the rats in group 30-30

was significantly less than that in group 60 (P \ 0.05); and

the c-Fos expression in the SCh, LSv, and MeA was not

significantly different between the two groups. This could

indicate more c-Fos expression in these five nuclei of rats

given 60 min of RWIS than in those of rats given 30 min

of RWIS.

Table 1 The number and IOD of c-Fos-positive neurons in the forebrain in rats under continuous stress (n = 5)

Group 0 Group 30 Group 60 Group 120 Group 180

Midline cortical areas

mPFC 0.95 ± 0.20a 2.36 ± 0.26b 4.01 ± 0.75c 3.50 ± 0.39bc 2.60 ± 0.17b

2.30 ± 0.52a 7.17 ± 0.91ab 17.56 ± 4.03c 12.53 ± 2.43bc 8.72 ± 0.97ab

Cg 0.90 ± 0.16a 1.55 ± 0.28ab 2.71 ± 0.60c 2.16 ± 0.24bc 1.41 ± 0.10ab

2.56 ± 0.59a 4.50 ± 0.97a 9.37 ± 2.51b 6.35 ± 0.88ab 3.87 ± 0.29a

RS 0.89 ± 0.20a 1.62 ± 0.31ab 2.36 ± 0.53b 1.37 ± 0.25a 1.23 ± 0.13a

2.06 ± 0.54a 3.48 ± 0.76a 6.83 ± 1.57b 3.25 ± 0.54a 2.83 ± 0.31a

Septal area

LSv 2.63 ± 0.22a 5.69 ± 0.77b 6.25 ± 0.43b 8.17 ± 0.32c 7.57 ± 0.30c

7.97 ± 0.81a 21.05 ± 4.22b 31.24 ± 3.62c 40.99 ± 4.31c 37.81 ± 1.52c

Amygdala

CeA 0.71 ± 0.15a 2.18 ± 0.27b 2.80 ± 0.33b 4.96 ± 0.31c 4.35 ± 0.73c

2.70 ± 0.72a 5.94 ± 0.78a 11.36 ± 2.02ab 23.73 ± 2.51c 19.28 ± 4.68bc

MeA 0.92 ± 0.21a 2.32 ± 0.02b 2.37 ± 0.45b 3.32 ± 0.35c 2.74 ± 0.30bc

3.85 ± 1.06a 9.95 ± 0.77b 13.06 ± 3.03bc 18.65 ± 2.65c 13.49 ± 1.81bc

PCoA 0.46 ± 0.07a 1.97 ± 0.19b 2.58 ± 0.26bc 3.07 ± 0.47c 2.52 ± 0.14bc

3.02 ± 0.74a 10.40 ± 0.65b 18.00 ± 2.65c 22.01 ± 3.92c 16.25 ± 0.93bc

Hypothalamus

MPO 1.14 ± 0.24a 2.09 ± 0.25b 1.97 ± 0.50ab 2.87 ± 0.30b 2.08 ± 0.10b

3.27 ± 0.84a 6.86 ± 0.78ab 7.35 ± 2.52ab 10.78 ± 1.27b 6.22 ± 0.47a

AH 1.51 ± 0.34a 2.62 ± 0.20c 2.39 ± 0.23bc 2.18 ± 0.07bc 1.81 ± 0.14ab

5.32 ± 1.41a 9.92 ± 0.79bc 11.12 ± 1.67c 7.77 ± 0.55ab 5.71 ± 0.29a

PVN 1.47 ± 0.32a 6.70 ± 0.89b 8.50 ± 0.37b 7.26 ± 1.10b 7.89 ± 0.92b

2.59 ± 0.63a 17.06 ± 1.98b 27.70 ± 2.87b 23.87 ± 4.47b 28.91 ± 5.34b

SON 0.54 ± 0.10a 4.67 ± 0.87b 7.65 ± 1.43b 7.43 ± 1.47b 5.82 ± 1.05b

1.30 ± 0.29a 18.05 ± 5.17ab 43.60 ± 9.45c 37.82 ± 10.07bc 26.59 ± 7.24bc

SCh 1.13 ± 0.25a 7.89 ± 0.48c 6.14 ± 1.31bc 8.43 ± 1.01c 4.55 ± 0.62b

3.00 ± 0.78a 22.59 ± 1.63bc 20.54 ± 5.59b 31.90 ± 3.91c 10.70 ± 1.79a

DMH 2.08 ± 0.47a 3.31 ± 0.34b 3.47 ± 0.42b 4.37 ± 0.40b 3.99 ± 0.14b

6.19 ± 1.66a 13.16 ± 2.58ab 16.98 ± 3.06b 19.91 ± 3.44b 15.19 ± 0.39b

Arc 1.74 ± 0.43a 3.28 ± 0.37ab 4.02 ± 0.46b 3.84 ± 0.71b 3.71 ± 0.60b

5.22 ± 1.44a 11.73 ± 1.25ab 18.36 ± 2.65b 17.88 ± 3.90b 15.28 ± 3.10b

SuM 1.84 ± 0.41a 2.96 ± 0.13b 3.47 ± 0.36bc 4.48 ± 0.22c 3.64 ± 0.38bc

6.96 ± 1.78a 13.91 ± 0.94b 20.55 ± 3.11bc 22.04 ± 1.78c 15.98 ± 1.32bc

For each nucleus, the data in the top row represent the number of c-Fos-positive neurons, and the data in the bottom row represent the IOD of c-

Fos-positive neurons

Means in a row without a common letter represent significant difference at P \ 0.05

AH Anterior hypothalamic area, Arc arcuate hypothalamic nucleus, CeA central amygdaloid nucleus, Cg cingulated cortex, DMH dorsomedial

hypothalamic nucleus, LSv ventrolateral septum, MeA medial amygdaloid nucleus, mPFC medial prefrontal cortex, MPO medial preoptic

nucleus, PCoA posterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus, PVN hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus, RS retrosplenial cortex, SCh suprachiasmatic

nucleus, SON supraoptic nucleus, SuM supramammillary nucleus
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The changes in body temperature induced by different

RWIS durations

RWIS induced prominent hypothermia in rats (Fig. 3).

One-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of RWIS

duration on the body temperature (P \ 0.001). Post-hoc

tests indicated that body temperature was significantly

lower in rats stressed for 30 min than in controls, and even

lower in rats stressed for 60 min, whereafter it remained at

a lower level. Rats in group 30-30 had significantly higher

body temperature than rats in group 30 and group 60

(P \ 0.001).

Gastric lesions induced by different RWIS durations

No macroscopic gastric lesions could be observed in the

control group, but in the four groups under continuous

stress, gastric lesions tended to gradually worsen with

increasing durations of RWIS (P \ 0.05). The erosion

indices of groups 30, 60, 120, and 180 were 6.0 ± 1.3,

Fig. 1 Representative sections

showing c-Fos expression in the

supraoptic nucleus (SON)

induced by different RWIS

durations. a The exact location

of the SON. b The specificity of

the immunostaining verified by

incubation of the brain sections

of group 60 rats with normal

goat serum. c There were very

few c-Fos-positive neurons in

the SON in group 0, but there

were many prominent c-Fos-

positive neurons in the SON in

groups 30 (d), 60 (e), 120 (f),
and 180 (g), and the expression

of c-Fos tended to be

maintained at a higher level

during the stress. h There were

few c-Fos-positive neurons in

the SON in group 30-30. In the

whole panel, brownish oval or

round spots are the cellular

nuclei of the c-Fos-positive

neurons, and blue spots are the

cellular nuclei of the c-Fos-

negative neurons. Scale bars
100 lm. opt Optic tract
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11.8 ± 1.9, 20.0 ± 2.2, and 27.5 ± 3.1, respectively. The

EI of group 30-30 was 7.75 ± 1.68, slightly less than that

of group 60.

Discussion

The present results show that RWIS induced c-Fos expres-

sion in a restricted population of neurons in the forebrain,

especially in the hypothalamus, for there were no c-Fos-

positive cells or a few scattered immunoreactive cells in the

same brain areas in non-stressed rats. The absence of c-Fos-

positive cells or the presence of a few scattered cells in brain

neurons is representative of non-stressed basal conditions

[18]. Moreover, the intensity of c-Fos expression within

specific forebrain regions was dissimilar for different RWIS

durations, suggesting diverse increases in neuronal activity

within these areas induced by RWIS.

Within the different RWIS sessions, robust c-Fos

expression was induced in the hypothalamus, which indi-

cated that a lot of neurons in the hypothalamus were excited

during RWIS. This is consistent with the idea that the

hypothalamus plays important roles in the autonomic

nervous responses to stress. Interestingly, the present study

found the most intense c-Fos expression was always

observed in the SON and then in the PVN and SCh during

RWIS. A previous study found different durations (0.5, 1, 2,

and 4 h stress) of restraint stress (not inducing the gastric

lesions and hypothermia) also induced marked increase in

c-Fos expression in the PVN [10]. However, immobiliza-

tion stress (taping each rat’s limbs to a metal frame with

the rat kept in a prone position) for 30 min induced

c-Fos expression in neurons of the dorsal part of the SON,

most likely oxytocin-containing cells, while immobilization

stress for 2–3 h induced c-Fos expression in the entire SON

[19]. In our experiment, RWIS always induced robust c-Fos

expression in the entire SON within 3 h. The distinctions of

c-Fos expression in the SON may be due to the nature of the

stressors among studies. The SON, PVN, and SCh are all

located in the anterior part of the hypothalamus, which is

considered to be the center of the parasympathetic nervous

system. Our previous study found RWIS could also induce

activation of many neurons in the DMV and NA, which are

the final efferent pathways of the central parasympathetic

system modulating visceral activity [14]. Moreover, RWIS

induced a low level of c-Fos expression in the DMH,

Fig. 2 Representative sections showing c-Fos expression in the

hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN) induced by different

RWIS durations. a The exact location of the PVN. b The specificity of

the immunostaining verified by incubation of the brain sections of

group 60 rats with normal goat serum. In the control group, there were

very few c-Fos-positive neurons in the PVN (c), but there were many

remarkable c-Fos-positive neurons in the PVN in groups 30 (d), 60

(e), 120 (f), and 180 (g). h There were fewer c-Fos-positive neurons in

group 30-30 than group 60. Scale bars 100 lm. 3V Third ventricle
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arcuate hypothalamic nucleus (Arc), and supramammillary

nucleus (SuM). The DMH, Arc, and SuM are located in the

posterior part of the hypothalamus, which is the center of

the sympathetic nervous system. All these findings suggest

that RWIS mainly induces the strong activation of the

parasympathetic nervous system and induces a slight acti-

vation of the sympathetic nervous system.

In the present experiment, RWIS resulted in a marked

decrease in body temperature and the formation of acute

gastric lesions. Rapid hypothermia during RWIS was

assumed to participate somewhere in the induction of a

definite parasympathetic predominance because restraint

alone, not following a marked fall in body temperature, did

not induce the parasympathetic dominance [2, 3, 20, 21].

Furthermore, gastric lesions induced by RWIS resulted

from parasympathetic overactivity [3, 4, 21, 22]. Thus, the

anterior part of the hypothalamus must be implicated in

regulating the gastric pathologies induced by RWIS, which

can be supported by many previous studies. Zhang et al.

[23] reported electric stimulation of PVN and microinjec-

tion of L-glutamate into PVN could obviously increase the

gastric mucosal lesion induced by RWIS, while PVN lesion

could significantly decrease it; and these effects were

attenuated by vagotomy or atropine injected subcutaneusly.

Eugene and Koplovitz [24] indicated microinjection of

pilocarpine hydrochloride and methacholine chloride into

the SON produced significant increases in gastric secretory

volume, titratable acid, and chloride and pepsin output in

dogs, which was abolished by bilateral vagotomy. The SCh

mediates the central circadian clock oscillation, which has

an important role in the formation of stress-induced gastric

lesions [25, 26].

Table 2 The relative intensity of c-Fos expression in the forebrain in

rats under continuous stress (average multiples of controls)

Group 0 Group 30 Group 60 Group 120 Group 180

Midline cortical areas

mPFC 1 2.80 5.93 4.57 3.26

Cg 1 1.74 3.34 2.44 1.54

RS 1 1.75 2.98 1.56 1.38

Septal area

LSV 1 2.40 3.15 4.12 3.81

Amygdala

CeA 1 2.64 4.08 7.89 6.63

MeA 1 2.55 2.98 4.23 3.24

PCoA 1 3.86 5.78 6.98 5.43

Hypothalamus

MPO 1 1.97 1.99 2.91 1.87

AH 1 1.80 1.83 1.45 1.13

PVN 1 5.57 8.24 7.08 8.27

SON 1 11.27 23.83 21.42 15.60

SCh 1 7.28 6.16 9.07 3.81

DMH 1 1.86 2.21 2.66 2.18

Arc 1 2.07 2.92 2.82 2.53

SuM 1 1.80 2.42 2.80 2.14

Average multiples of controls = (the multiples of control num-

ber ? the multiples of control IOD of c-Fos-positive neurons)/2
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Fig. 3 Hypothermia induced by RWIS. Body temperature was

measured in the rats at 0, 30, 60, 120, or 180 min of RWIS (squares).

An additional data point represents body temperature of rats given

30 min of RWIS followed by 30 min of recovery (triangle). Data are

presented as means ± SEM (n = 5). Data without a common letter
represent significant difference at P \ 0.05 (Tukey’s post-hoc test).

Asterisk represents a significant difference at P \ 0.05 compared with

group 60

Table 3 The expression of c-Fos in some nuclei of the forebrain in rats in group 30-30, group 30 and group 60 (n or IOD/0.01 mm2) (n = 5)

Group 30 (n) Group 30-30 (n) Group 60 (n) Group 30 (IOD) Group 30-30 (IOD) Group 60 (IOD)

mPFC 2.36 ± 0.26 1.88 ± 0.11 4.01 ± 0.75* 7.17 ± 0.91 5.56 ± 0.68 17.56 ± 4.03*

LSv 5.69 ± 0.77 7.20 ± 0.15 6.25 ± 0.43 21.05 ± 4.22 27.18 ± 2.17 31.24 ± 3.62

CeA 2.18 ± 0.27* 1.02 ± 0.10 2.80 ± 0.33* 5.94 ± 0.78* 2.33 ± 0.23 11.36 ± 2.02*

MeA 2.32 ± 0.02 1.80 ± 0.31 2.37 ± 0.45 9.95 ± 0.77 6.16 ± 1.75 13.06 ± 3.03

PCoA 1.97 ± 0.19 1.71 ± 0.29 2.58 ± 0.26* 10.40 ± 0.65 7.43 ± 1.76 18.00 ± 2.65*

PVN 6.70 ± 0.89 4.95 ± 0.51 8.50 ± 0.37* 17.06 ± 1.98 12.78 ± 1.83 27.70 ± 2.87*

SON 4.67 ± 0.87* 0.44 ± 0.05 7.65 ± 1.43* 18.05 ± 5.17* 1.38 ± 0.32 43.60 ± 9.45*

SCh 7.89 ± 0.48 5.92 ± 1.90 6.14 ± 1.31 22.59 ± 1.63 19.53 ± 5.92 20.54 ± 5.59

* P \ 0.05 compared with group 30-30 for each nucleus
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The amygdala is a heterogeneous brain structure [27,

28] and has direct fibrous connections with the hypothal-

amus [29, 30] and DVC [31]. RWIS induced prominent c-

Fos expression in the CeA, MeA, and PCoA, and the peak

of c-Fos expression in these divisions occured at 120 min

of stress, which further proved the amygdala was a critical

structure for the maintenance of gastric mucosal integrity

[32, 33]. Electrical stimulation of either the CeA or MeA

induced gastric erosions, whereas this effect could be

eliminated by prior lesions of the ventral amygdalofugal

pathway, bilateral cervical vagotomy, or acute atropine

pretreatments [34, 35]. Lesions in the dorsomedial amyg-

dala (CeA and dorsal part of MeA) could attenuate gastric

pathology induced by experimental stressors, but lesions in

the posterolateral amygdala (PCoA, posterior part of

basolateral amygdaloid nucleus, and entorhinal cortex) had

opposite effects [36].

In the midline cortical areas, the expression of c-Fos

reached a maximum at 60 min of stress, which showed the

activities of neurons in the areas were strongest then,

probably because the areas participated in informational

processes and cognitive evaluation in the earlier stress

response [37]. Henke [38] pointed out that the mPFC are

inhibitory structures, because lesions in the mPFC appar-

ently aggravated gastric pathologies induced by restraint

stress for 24 h, which demonstrated the importance of

mPFC in gastric pathologies induced by stress.

However, rats stressed for 30 min followed by 30 min

of recovery had less c-Fos expression in the SON and CeA

than rats only stressed for 30 min, which indicated the

neurons in the SON and CeA are sensitive to the recovery

following the stress. Rats stressed continuously for 60 min

had more c-Fos expression in the SON, PVN, PCoA, CeA,

and mPFC than rats stressed for 30 min followed by

30 min of recovery, which could somewhat reflect more

neuronal activation in these regions of rats given 60 min of

RWIS than rats given 30 min of RWIS. This suggests that

the c-Fos expression in the above nuclei was indubitably

induced by RWIS and sensitive to stressor duration [10,

14]. Thus, the pattern of neuronal activities in the SON,

PVN, PCoA, CeA, and mPFC depends on stressor duration.

As recovery for 30 min after RWIS induced a significant

increase in lower body temperature and did not obviously

aggravate the gastric lesions induced by RWIS, the low

level of c-Fos expression in rats stressed for 30 min fol-

lowed by 30 min of recovery further proved the important

role of the five above nuclei in regulating the gastric

pathologies and hypothermia induced by RWIS.

In summary, RWIS induced the most intense c-Fos

expression in the SON and intense expression in the PVN,

PCoA, CeA, and mPFC; the intensity of c-Fos expression

in these nuclei depended on the duration of RWIS. The

peaks of the activities of these nuclei were distinct during

RWIS. The increased neuronal activities in those nuclei

may be involved in modulating the organismal responses to

RWIS and the hypothermia and gastric lesions induced by

RWIS. The present study, together with our previous study,

provides a neuroanatomical evidence that RWIS induces

hyperactivity of the parasympathetic nervous system.
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